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Abstract

An introduction  into the theory of software defined receivers  and especially  in  such for detecting
GNSS signals, acquiring and tracking GNSS satellites, calculating pseudo ranges, positions, velocity
and time (PVT) is presented. 

Basis  of  the  practical  work  was  the  open  source  project  SoftGPS,  programmed  in  Matlab  and
published by (Borre 2007). The Radio Frequency front end (RF-FE) used in this project was no longer
available and was replaced by one with different behavior: NSL Stereo (amplifier, mixer, sampler, and
A/D converter in two chains). Adaptations, corrections and extensions to the Matlab code were neces-
sary to work with the new front end and to get new functions. 

With  Stereo  came also  new Matlab-  and C/C++ code that  did  not  work  properly.  Parallel  to  the
projected working environment – Ubuntu 16.04 Linux with Matlab 2016a – also Windows 10-64bit
and a Windows XP-64bit beta-software from NSL from January 2013 had to be used due to long
delays  at  NSL to provide updated /  working Linux versions:  the original  software from 2012 for
Ubuntu 10 was not working in any newer Linux distribution. Finally a version for Ubuntu 14.04-64bit
from Jan 2016 was provided after most of the grabbing of different GNSS-signals was already done. 

Code of  (Borre 2007) and of  NSL for  Stereo  RF-FE were thoroughly analyzed  and documented.
Besides own descriptions also the M2HTML documentation generator and GraphViz (for generating
dependency graphs) were used. The software was also changed and expanded to archive demands for
more modularity, performance, quality and functionality (C/No calculation, output of correct velocities
in UTM coordinates,  statistics  about  positions  and velocities,  continuous  processing,  ...).  As code
release tool, Git was used for a complete change history and to be able to recover old versions of the
code. With the Git-Bash, identical (UNIX-like) behavior was achieved on both Linux and Windows
platforms. Git is more modern than the system used in (Borre 2007) and integrated in Matlab. Even
with only 4 parallel processes (in a notebook) and a processing conditioned by signal to noise ratios
C/No the most time consuming tracking was reduced to about a quarter of the initial processing time. 

Optional tasks were to change the software in the direction of real time processing and utilization of a
2nd channel of Stereo RF-FE to receive a GNSS signal other than GPS L1. The continuous processing
simulating real time operation was achieved by new additional routines for tracking and navigation
after evaluating a complete frame during the first 37 seconds, making the tracking functions autono-
mous (e. g. with complete own file handling) and storing results of every step and feeding them as start
values into the next step. The last optional task was canceled as many tests with NSL Stereo RF-FE
and attached Software with non GPS L1 signals revealed many deficiencies.
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1. Introduction and targets

There is a strong trend everywhere to replace hardware by software to save material and to get more
flexibility: Since many years cheaper printers for example need processing in the CPU and operating
system of an attached PC to operate. TV receiver sticks and boxes contain only the essential hardware
and most of the processing is done by software (in a computer). In more and more applications this
trend is followed to reduce cost for hardware and hardware adaptions and to implement changes to the
processing faster by changing high level software. One prominent example are DVB-T USB sticks
with  the  RTL2832U chip  (and preferably  R820T tuner)  and open source  projects  like  RTL-SDR
(Laufer 2015), GNU-radio, #SDR, ... providing software to turn the sticks into universal receivers of
all frequencies between 30 and 1800 MHz for about only 20 Euros. 

Also GNSS receivers in some special fields started to replace specialized hardware (ASICs, FPGAs)
and processing in hardware (Verilog, VHDL) by higher level software programs (written in C/C++ and
even in Matlab). Using software written in high level languages makes adaptions for changing proce-
dures (new frequencies, codes, modulations, …) of GNSS and analysis according to individual require-
ments easier and faster. One drawback of this trend is the need for much higher processing power of
freely programmable general purpose CPUs compared to specialized hardware (ASICs, FPGAs) and
much longer time needed to perform the processing.

Borre (2007) describes how to do the processing of a Software Defined GNSS-Receiver – SDR with
Matlab programs for GPS L1 signals. The programs of this “SoftGPS” project of the danish GPS
Center at the University of Aalborg and the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research – CCAR at
the University of Colorado are open source. After 2007 there were some software updates. To make
them working with old data (2006/07) on the books DVD Dr. Leinen had to correct some errors.
Meanwhile the hardware used for this programs is no longer available. The project is not continued,
related web sites are closed.

The Institute of Physical and Satellite Geodesy of TU-DA acquired “Stereo” as Two-channel-Radio
Frequency Frontend RF-FE (with related grabbing software from 2012/13) from Nottingham Scientific
Limited (NSL) for this MSc thesis that started with the version “v4_vll” (GSM_M_SG/v4_vll) of the
Matlab  code  with  corrections  by  Dr.  Leinen.  Stereo  is  no  GNSS-receiver  but  contains  just  pre-
amplifiers, mixer, sampler, 2- and 3-bit analog to digital converters (ADC) and some FPGA-logic to
control these chips and to merge the two digital signals into one single data stream for a USB 2 con-
nection. For the configuration of the Stereo device and grabbings (= recordings) of GNSS signals soft-
ware from NSL without all sources available is necessary. This software was buggy, not sufficiently
maintained and initially not working in current Linux distributions at all. 

The first goals of this thesis were to make the Stereo RF-FE and the Matlab software of (Borre 2007)
working together, to do own grabbings of (different) GNSS signals and process in Matlab the files
produced with Stereo. Further targets were a quality analysis of signals (signal to noise ratio) and of
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navigation results (means, medians, standard deviations, and root mean squares of positions and velo-
cities and the deviations from a reference) and the improvement of the code in the fields of modulari-
zation and processing speed especially by parallelization.  The complete  work flow from hardware
setup over call  sequence of functions and algorithms to the presentation and storage of navigation
results was to be thoroughly documented. 

Optional/additional tasks were to prepare the code for real time processing by continuous processing of
data with different treatment of samples after evaluating at least one complete frame with the naviga-
tion message to get the ephemerides and the processing of other GNSS signals as GPS L1. The very
last task had to be canceled after NSL Stereo and the related software showed strong deficiencies in
providing such signals.  

The work was done on a Notebook Acer Aspire Timeline X 4830 TG with CPU i5-2430 M (3273 units
of http://www.cpubenchmark.net) with 16 GB memory, 1 TB SSHD, Matlab 2016a-64bit in Windows
10-64 bit and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64 bit in a multiple boot configuration.
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2 Theory

2.1 Software-Defined Radio - SDR 

Still most of radio receivers and GNSS receivers are implemented completely in hardware. For small
and cheaper devices most of the components are packed into a single hardware chip, an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit – ASIC. In Contrast to a general purpose and freely programmable CPU of
computer like a PC this ASIC was tailor-made for a single task and cannot be used for a completely
different task just by calling a different software program. In a Software-Defined Radio – SDR – only
the absolutely necessary parts – antenna, filters, preamplifier, (down-)mixer and Analog/Digital Con-
verter (ADC) - are implemented in hardware.  The faster the general purpose freely programmable
hardware becomes, the less receiver hardware is necessary.  Generally hardware filters and (down-)
mixers are not really necessary – the original High Frequency signal could be converted directly by an
ADC. Sampling the original signal means to get more samples than necessary and high computational
demands to handle them. 

So today SDR-projects use more hardware than the absolutely necessary parts and transfer lower Inter-
mediate  Frequency (IF)  or  base band (IF=0) signals  quantized  with a  few bits  per  sample  to  the
software. Sampling and quantization of the received signals delivers a stream of numbers that is further
treated by software programs. By changing the software, the signals can be treated in strongly varying
ways. Examples are GNU-Radio and SDR-project for very cheap receiver hardware (DVB T receiver
in USB-sticks for converting PCs into TVs but run in debug mode) receive e. g. TV, Radio, Air Traffic
Communication (ACARS, ADS-B), NOAA & Meteor-M weather reports from satellites, Marine Auto-
matic Identification & weather fax (AIS, WEFAX), GSM signals… depending on the software on a
PC for deciphering the stream of numbers.

The software of the SDR provides Digital Signal Processing (DSP). DSP offers for example numerical
filtering (Finite and Infinite Impulse Response filters – FIR & IIR filters) and control loops like Phase
Lock Loops (PLL) or Delay Lock Loops (DLL) to produce certain frequencies and phases. 

2.2 Software GNSS Receiver - SGR

The related hardware delivers again a stream of encoded samples, i. e. a stream of numbers. In GNSS
receivers the software has to analyze the stream of numbers from the ADC and to recognize for a se-
lected GNSS the transmitting satellites (their coding and/or frequencies), their Doppler shift in fre-
quencies caused by the relative motion between satellite and receiver, the navigation message with
orbit parameters,  time, variation coefficients,  time needed to travel to the receiver,  pseudo ranges,
position, velocity, time (PVT). 

The discovery of satellites  and the coarse determination  of  frequencies  and phases  during a short
period is called acquisition. The more exact determination of frequencies and phases during a long
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period, that also enables the software defined receiver to demodulate the sample stream exactly by
removing carrier and identifying code, is called tracking. 

From the tracking results the navigation message is assembled. Its start is found by identifying sub
frames. Orbit parameters (ephemerides) and times are decoded from the message and allow further
navigation calculations like satellite and receiver positions – see figure 1:

2.2.1 Spectral analysis

Every GNSS signal has its specific frequency spectrum. The signal intensity (the power or squared
signal  amplitudes)  around the  intermediate  frequency (IF)  or  more  general  for  a  frequency range
between 0 and sampling frequency (that must be at least twice IF) is calculated by a procedure pres-
ented by P. D. Welch in 1967 with overlapped portions of samples for averaged peridiograms. Non-
overlapped sample portions were already used by M. S. Bartletts in 1948/50 for periodiograms. See
(Proakis & Manolakis 2007) and (Beucher 2015) for details. Matlab provides a pwelch() function. The
function  “probeData.m”  from (Borre  2007)  for  example  uses  100 ms  of  samples  –  that  is  100  ∙
samplesPerCode = 2600000 samples for the default sampling frequency of 26 MHz of NSL Stereo.
Function pwelch() forms 8 chunks of these samples overlapping by default by 50%. The maximum
power is expected near IF – that is 6.5 MHz for GPS L1 in NSL Stereo. Figure 2 shows the power
spectrum of a GPS L1 signal:
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Figure 1: Software Defined GNSS Receiver (Tsui 2005)



Acquisition and tracking of the GNSS signal can only be successful if the Power Spectrum has the ex-
pected appearance. 

2.2.2 Acquisition of GPS C/A signals

The target of satellite acquisition is to identify visible satellites - in case of GPS L1 signals - by their
pseudo random noise (PRN) code because they are all sending with the same carrier frequency only
changed by the Doppler shift caused by relative movements between satellites and receiver. The signal
looks like noise. Acquisition tries to find within the noise some of the up to 32 satellite identifying
Codes by correlation of receiver generated codes with the received signal. Unknown Doppler shift and
unknown code phase require a multiple of 32 correlation tests.

The code sent by the satellites modulated onto the L1 carrier is called Coarse/Acquisition- or PRN-
code.  Such  Codes  are  members  of  the  larger  family  of  Gold-codes:  Robert  Gold  introduced  the
production of pseudo codes by linear feedback shift registers. The carrier with a frequency of 1575
MHz is  modulated  with the satellite  identifying  PRN-code at  1.023 MHz repeating 1023 bit  long
sequences of the same code each 1 milliseconds long (=1023 / 1.023 MHz) and the even much lower
frequent navigation message at  50 bits/second. PRN-code and navigation message are not directly
detectable from the digitized IF that comes from the RF-FE (6.5 MHz default of NSL Stereo for GPS
L1). The navigation message can be deciphered not before tracking was successful for at  least  36
seconds. 

The PRN codes of up to 32 GPS satellites must be generated by the program equivalent of some shift
registers. As the codes are 1023 bits long at least all possible 1023 integer code phases (in units of

entire chips = “code bits”) combined with many possible Doppler shifts – in (Borre 2007) ±7 kHz (or

up to ±10 kHz for very fast moving receivers) in 0.5 kHz steps are used (= 2 ∙ 2 ∙ 7 +1 = 29 Doppler

variants) in acquisition. Of course the code phase can be determined more precisely (e. g. in steps of
one data sample = 1/26 code bit for default NSL Stereo sampling rate of 26 MHz). For details see
(Borre 2007) and (Tsui 2005). 
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Figure 2: Power Spectral Density - PSD - from pwelch() 


